
“You are giving the opportunity for a child like us to dream, so thank you so much. And one day, I would like to become a sponsor 
and give a child an opportunity to dream like we did.”

-Krisha Morthy, RSOI Alumni



"We are all human, and we all face challenges in our lives - the kind that needs raw human spirit and collective e�ort to overcome. The 
challenges we face in this life are a little bit di�erent. We’re impacted by a centuries-old disease. A disease that has a known cure. A 
disease called leprosy...but this disease doesn’t define us. Our ability to keep moving, keep living, keep thriving is what defines us."

- We are all Human, RSO Video



“I’m Jennifer, a graduate student from Rising Star. I succesfully joined my college where I am studying BSCN anesthesia. 
I’m really thankful for Rising Star for giving me a better education and I’m really thankful for all my sponsors. I feel I am a 
blessed kid because I got an opportunity to study at Rising Star.” - Jennifer S., RSOI Alumni



“Nature is a place of peace. Nature gives our heart release.” - Susmitha, 6th grade



"Blessed & grateful for all the generous people, to those that have sacrificed their time in thinking about us and loving us the 
way they loved their family." - Naveenraj, RSOI Alumni



   “The teachers at my school are very kind and helpful... My teacher teaches all of us equally, he never discriminates.”
- Karishma Kumari, 5th grade



"My favorite part about having a sponsor is playing with them, sharing my feelings, and talking about my future goals... 
Helping others can expand your identity. [Sponsoring] is one of the most amazing things you can do." - Anandhi, 10th grade



“Fran is seen as a light in the hospital. He is the youngest long-term patient at the hospital and given that the leprosy is on his 
face, he is completely mobile. This allows him to help the other patients, move around the hospital and interact with the sta� and 
visitors regularly. You can often find Fran in the Rising Star Outreach dressing room where he helps other patients with wounds on 
their feet and legs get to the room and then to the dressing tables where they have the wounds cleaned and bandages changed.”

-Volunteer at Little Flower



Meet Saravanavel: He is a kind, loving, and happy boy. He enjoys playing cricket and his favorite dessert is ice cream. 
If Saravanavel could be any animal, it would be a LION!



“Field trip adventures and soccer balls scoring
Parent’s Day (so fun!) and tutoring that’s not boring

Making memories while chasing their dreams
These are a few of their favorite things!” 

- Lexie Stallings, RSO Employee


